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ABSTRACT
Urban transport has negative impacts on sustainability development in environmental, economic and social terms. The freight flows must be organized in such a way as to achieve sustainable development objectives through measures generating benefits and reducing costs on different levels of the supply chain. To promote sustainable urban logistics it is necessary to analyze the city development collecting the main data on the stakeholders behavior and planning actions for virtuous behavior to provide the best practices. The paper will focus on the rules about city logistics, considering the framework of the international and national goals to identify the way of transmission from one level to another. The rules processed at different territorial levels will show the absence of a well-defined link between one level and another and the voluntary choice of each administrative level to agree, or not, to the sustainable development process. The case of Calabria will be described. Calabria, achieving goals derived from the UN, the EU and by the Italian State, through planning tools, such as the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) and the Economy and Finance Document of Calabria Region 2019–2021 (EFD), is an exemplary case of best practices. It is promoting and driving city logistics rules for implementation of sustainable development.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The urban freight transport has acquired, in the last decades, growing importance. It is an essential service for citizens; its main component is the supply of commercial activities but just-in-time services, home deliveries and e-shopping play an important role.

This has led to an ever-increasing number of deliveries and freight vehicles in residential areas, generating heavy impacts on city sustainability and liveability [1]–[3].

Freight transport involves air and noise pollution, congestion, energy consumption, deterioration of architecture, safety problems, etc. It contributes to non-sustainable effects on [4], [5]:

- the environment (congestion, air pollution, noises issues [6]–[8]);
- the economy (changes in logistic costs [9]–[13]); and
- society (an increasing risk of accidents due to a combination of different types of vehicles on the road [14], [15]).

The economic development of a territory can thus be compromise by the markets evolutions if it is not related to an efficient and effective logistics, both in terms of a coordinated set of services and as infrastructural networks.

A framework of knowledge should be made available to public and private decision makers to operate efficiently and effectively in urban traffic, trying to resolve the conflict between the objective of improving the quality of the city environment and the objective to maintain its economic and social vitality.

The problem is complex because the urban freight flows must be organised without negative impacts on the efficiency and effectiveness of supply chain; urban logistics is only
the last link of a large process involving a lot of stakeholders. Intervening on the last ring means modifying the remaining chain and vice versa; the choices of the subjects that are upstream (wholesale suppliers, producers and distributors) cannot be ignored, just as the choices of the downstream subjects (retailers and consumers) cannot be ignored.

It is necessary that all the actors of the supply chains are empowered of the consequences on the community deriving from their economic choices; the problem must be addressed in an integrated and rational way. Sustainable development objectives can be achieved by measures that are sometimes conflicting and generate impacts that depend on the acceptance of stakeholders as well as external factors [16].

To better present the phenomenon of the freight urban transport, three interconnected processes can be identified schematically: city development, city planning theories and city policy and rules [17] (Fig. 1). The analysis of the three processes is important so that planners and city decision makers can operate in a coherent way, with – from one way – the real development of the city and individual decision of retailer and users and – from another way – with the urban and transportation theories developed in the research centres by the observation of real phenomena.

Uncontrolled urban growth has made the cities as a mega-systems consisting of complex heterogeneous and autonomous systems. The city should be consistent with the size of the built infrastructure, service functions and activities.

The analysis of real city logistics development allows researchers to investigate and provide general guidance for identifying best practices. The collected data give detailed information on the stakeholders behavior and identify/plan actions for virtuous behavior.

The study of city development leads thus to the theory that is the planning. Urban planning theories “were the application of a scientific method to decision-making” [18]; “planning is a form of system analysis and control” [19].

Systems have dynamic characteristics whereby plans do not have to be seen as static documents, but rather as dynamic and changeable as the systems themselves.

The planning process identifies three phases: objectives formulation, identification and definition [20].
Theories can help city planners or city administrators in planning, for example to identify the set of best performing sustainable measures based on some characteristics of the city where a plan needs to be implemented [21], [22].

City rules, leaving from plan, allows to define some city rules as guidelines and laws, at different territorial levels, to regularize and govern the development of the city. Rules are generally linked to the context to which they are applied but, at the same time, there are common cultural values on the quality of life that allowing to the convergence of the city rules [23].

In recent years, the European Union (EU) has attempted to introduce common standards on cities in spatial planning [24].

Paper focuses on city rules and aims to address the topic of city logistics to understand how rules are developed at different administrative levels and how the rules of the highest level can be transmitted and received at the lowest level and vice versa (Fig. 2).

![City level processes](image)

The paper acts as a support to understand how the process of transmitting and transposing rules from one level to another develops in a dynamic way. Each level can contribute to all the other levels also skipping levels of direct interconnection using the practice of consultation. In which a higher level as Europe can discuss directly with the cities skipping national and regional levels.

It’s evident that for each territorial level a circular process, as the one recalled in Fig. 1 for the city, can be proposed.

Paper provides a careful analysis of the sustainability objectives finalized to city logistics decided on different territorial levels: International, European, National and Regional scale. Specifically, UN, EU, Italy, Calabria are considered.

2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
The first definition of sustainable development was coined in 1987 in the “Our Common Future” report, better known as the Brundtland Report [25].
Sustainable development is “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. It contains within it two key concepts:

- the concept of “needs”, in particular the essential needs of the world’s poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and
- the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social organization on the environment’s ability to meet present and future needs.

Development involves a progressive transformation of economy and society. A development path that is sustainable in a physical sense could theoretically be pursued even in a rigid social and political setting. But physical sustainability cannot be secured unless development policies pay attention to such considerations as changes in access to resources and in the distribution of costs and benefits. Even the narrow notion of physical sustainability implies a concern for social equity between generations, a concern that must logically be extended to equity within each generation [25].

This leads to affirm that sustainability is characterized by three fundamental components:

- economic sustainability as the ability to generate income and work for the population livelihood;
- social sustainability as the ability to guarantee conditions of human well-being (safety, health, education, democracy, participation, justice) equally distributed by classes and gender;
- environmental sustainability as the ability to maintain the quality and reproducibility of natural resources.

Development cannot subsist upon a deteriorating environmental resource base; the environment cannot be protected when growth leaves out of account the costs of environmental destruction. These problems cannot be treated separately by fragmented institutions and policies. They are linked in a complex system of cause and effect.

No single blueprint of sustainability will be found, as economic and social systems and ecological conditions differ widely among countries [25].

2.1 UN goals

At international level, the path of sustainable development was launched in the 1972 with Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment, in which it was proclaimed that: “the protection and improvement of the human environment is a major issue which affects the well-being of peoples and economic development throughout the world; it is the urgent desire of the peoples of the whole world and the duty of all Governments”.

After, there were numerous international meetings to discuss sustainable development. Some ones are mentioned below.

In the 1980s the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) published the World Conservation Strategy [26] that “provides both an intellectual framework and practical guidance for the conservation actions necessary...”. It is to help advance the achievement of sustainable development through the conservation of living resources. The Strategy:

1. explains the contribution of living resource conservation to human survival and to sustainable development;
2. identifies the priority conservation issues and the main requirements for dealing with them; and
3. proposes effective ways for achieving the Strategy’s aim.

In 1987 the “World Commission on Development and Environment” was established to elaborate the Brundtland Report giving the first definition of sustainable development as already mentioned above [25].

In 1992, in Rio de Janeiro, the UN Conference on Environment and Development was held, in which the contents of the 1972 Stockholm UN Conference Declaration were confirmed. This Conference has triggered two important initiatives:

- Agenda 21: Programme for actions for Sustainable Development, it constitutes a manual for the sustainable development of the planet from here to the 21st century [27].
- United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change [28], underwritten in New York on 9 May 1992. It is the first legal tool on climate change, with the aim of stabilizing the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases deriving from human activities, in order to prevent dangerous effects. The implementation tool of the Convention was the Kyoto Protocol, signed in 1997.

Kyoto Protocol [29] was drafted by 169 nations to reduce, for the 2008–2012 period, the total greenhouse gas emissions by at least 5% compared to 1990 levels (taken as the reference year), in order to remedy the ongoing climate changes. To achieve the set objectives, the actions must be aimed in particular at:

- replace non-renewable energy sources with renewable energy sources;
- reduce the fossil fuels use;
- increase energy efficiency;
- reduce energy consumption; and
- reduce deforestation.

Other important meetings were held at Johannesburg (2002), Durban South Africa (2011), Rio de Janeiro (2012), etc.

In September 2015, 193 UN member states approved the document “Transforming our World: The 2030 Global Agenda for Sustainable Development” [30]. It encompasses 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) in a major program of action for a total of 169 targets with 244 indicators. The goals are shown in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3: Sustainable development goals](image-url)
Each goal is made up of one to three indicators that are used to measure progress towards the full achievement of the same, for a total of 244 indicators which are reported in the global indicator framework for the sustainable development goals and targets of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development [31].

In relation to city logistics the considered goal is 11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable.

The target is 11.6: By 2030, reduce the adverse per capita environmental impact of cities, including by paying special attention to air quality and municipal and other waste management.

The indicators are:

- 11.6.1 Proportion of urban solid waste regularly collected and with adequate final discharge out of total urban solid waste generated, by cities;
- 11.6.2 Annual mean levels of fine particulate matter (e.g. PM$_{2.5}$ and PM$_{10}$) in cities (population weighted).

2.2 UE goals

The first European Conference on Sustainable Cities was held in Aalborg in 1994 in which the Aalborg Charter [32] was approved to underline that the “idea of sustainable development helps us to base our standard of living on the carrying capacity of nature… Social justice will necessarily have to be based on economic sustainability and equity, which require environmental sustainability. Environmental sustainability means maintaining the natural capital”.

Other conferences were held, where the themes of sustainable development were reiterated, for example, in Lisbon in 1996, Hannover in 2000, and Aalborg in 2004.

The main document of planning and programming in which the themes of sustainable development and city logistics have been considered at European level are:

- Action Plan on urban mobility [33];
- The Europe 2020 strategy [34];
- Transport White Paper [35] and the following guidelines on Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan [36];
- European action for sustainability [37];
- Country Report Italy 2019 [38].

In 2009 the European Commission adopted the Action Plan on urban mobility proposing “twenty measures to encourage and help local, regional and national authorities in achieving their goals for sustainable urban mobility. With the Action Plan, the European Commission presented for the first time a comprehensive support package in the field of urban mobility” [33].

In 2010 the EU launched The Europe 2020 strategy, the agenda for growth and jobs for the current decade. It is used as a reference framework for activities at EU and at national and regional levels. EU governments have set national targets to help achieve the overall EU targets [34], in which it needs recall:

- Climate change and energy: greenhouse gas emissions 20% lower than 1990 levels –20% of energy coming from renewables – 20% increase in energy efficiency.

In 2011 the Transport White Paper “Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area: Towards a Competitive and Resource Efficient Transport System” advised cities to develop
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans [35]. The European Commission adopted a roadmap of 40 concrete initiatives for the next decade to build a competitive transport system to increase mobility, remove major barriers in key areas and fuel growth and employment.

By 2050, key goals will include:

- no more conventionally-fuelled cars in cities;
- 40% use of sustainable low carbon fuels in aviation; at least 40% cut in shipping emissions.

In 2013, the European Commission developed the Guidelines on Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans [36].

In 2016, the European Commission outlined its strategic approach to implementing the 2030 Agenda, including the objectives of sustainable development [36].

The document related to this communication, European action for sustainability, presents a comprehensive overview of the contribution of European policies and initiatives to achieving sustainable development goals, within the EU and through its external action, and summarizes the most important actions that The European Union is launching for each of the 17 sustainable development goals.

To go from plan to realization, EU finances different program; one of the most important program is the Regional Operational Programme 2014–2020 (POR) managed by DG Regio. In the same way and with the same objectives Italian State finances the Action and Cohesion Programme 2014–2020 (PAC).

In 2019 the European Commission has drafted a working document, Country Report Italy 2019, in which environmental sustainability is placed as one of the pillars of programming [38] for next POR 2021–2027. The climate sector is one of the “Specific challenges of the report; in relation to the achievement of the ambitious 2030 EU energy and climate targets calls for sustained green investments, while Italy is currently on track to achieve the 2020 binding targets on greenhouse gas emissions and renewable (with a 20% decrease of emissions, with respect to a target of 11% for 2017), progress has been stagnating in the last few years. …There is a need to integrate climate change mitigation and adaptation policies across all sectors, including transport.”

In the Annex D: “Investment guidance on cohesion policy funding 2021–2027 for Italy” five objectives are fixed; the “Policy Objective 2: A low carbon and greener Europe – Clean and fair energy transition, green and blue investment, circular economy, climate adaptation and risk prevention”.

The objective 2 is directly related to the environmental sustainability; it focuses on:

- energy efficiency and renewable energies;
- adaptation to climate change, risk prevention, catastrophe resilience;
- sustainable water and waste management and the circular economy.

2.3 Italian goals

At national level, the Italian Ministry of Environment developed a National Plan for Sustainable Development [39], in 1993, for the implementation of Agenda 21. The Plan provides actions in the productive sectors such as industry, agriculture and tourism, in basic infrastructures (energy and transport) and in the waste sector. This is the first Italian document on the environment that constitutes a reference for the legislature and for the program of the government.
With the 2030 Agenda, in 2017, Italy was carried out a first attempt to verify the distance of our country from the targets set by the Agenda. The *Strategia Nazionale per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile* (SNSvS) was drafted by the national government to identify the opportunities and challenges or which to provide an answer [40].

The SNSvS is structured in five areas, corresponding to the so-called “5P” of sustainable development proposed by the 2030 Agenda: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership. A sixth area is dedicated to the so-called sustainability vectors, to be considered as essential elements for the achievement of national strategic objectives.

Each area contains Strategic Choices and Strategic Objectives for Italy, related to the 2030 Agenda. The partnership area, in particular, incorporates the contents of the “Three-Year Planning and Guidance Document for International Development Cooperation”.

The strategic choices identify the priorities to which Italy is called to respond. They reflect the transversal nature of the 2030 Agenda, integrating the three dimensions of sustainability: environment, society and economy. Each choice is associated with a preliminary selection of national level implementation tools.

The document also provides a first set of monitoring indicators related to the goals to achieve.

The topic of climate has been deepened in the SNSvS. In relation to the prosperity area, the choice “IV. Decarbonize the economy”, gives objectives as:

- IV.2 Increasing sustainable mobility of people and goods;
- IV.3 Breaking down greenhouse gas emissions in non-ETS sectors.

To increase sustainable mobility of people and goods, it’s necessary to

- 7.3 Double the overall rate of energy efficiency improvement by 2030.

An area is dedicated to sustainability vectors that are cross-cutting areas of action of the SNSvS, to be considered as fundamental levers to start, guide, manage and monitor the integration of sustainability in policies, plans and projects, in line with the transformative process triggered at the international level by the 2030 Agenda.

About the indicators, they are detailed according to the goal. As regards the goal “sustainable cities and communities” there are 13 indicators. The following can be related to city logistics:

- Exposure of the urban population to particulate air pollution <2.5 μm;
- Exposure of the urban population to particulate air pollution <10 μm;
- Exceedances of the daily limit value envisaged for PM10 in the provincial capital municipalities.

### 2.4 Calabria goals

Calabria Region is developing specific activities in line with the UN, the EU and the Italian State for sustainable development.

Sustainability is a central theme for the Economy and Finance Document of Calabria Region 2019–2021 (EFD) [41] which stated that for the development of the Calabrian production system it is necessary to pursue the following goals: competitiveness and innovation; internationalization and attraction; material and immaterial accessibility and development sustainability.

Sustainability is again a central theme for the Regional Transportation Plan published in 2016 [42]. In the Plan Calabria promotes the pursuing of main goals: regional economic
development, external and internal accessibility, in a general framework of sustainability. The objective 9 specifically regards “Sustainability and streamlining”.

The Sustainable Building Program has been launched by the Calabria Region introducing the obligation of environmental sustainability certification for all public buildings or financed with public funds. It has given a strong acceleration in the process of evolution of the Calabrian construction sector towards greater sustainability and placing Calabria in a position to become a good practice at national level, among the first in Italy.

The Calabria Region has already started the first steps towards the SRSvS that will involve, in a transversal way all the five areas (5P) proposed by the Agenda 2030: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership. This has started with the stipulation of a specific agreement with the Ministry of the Environment and the Protection of the Territory and the Sea (MATTM), with which the Region has undertaken to carry out this strategic path that will involve not only the joints of the Executive regional, but also the Calabrian institutions and all the stakeholders that will be able to give a proactive contribution to the strategy.

3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT REALIZATION: THE CITY LOGISTICS EXAMPLE

The Calabria region has launched initiatives in its own territory concerning city logistics. These activities have been developed in three phases:

- planning;
- programming;
- execution.

Planning was carried out thanks to the Regional Transportation Plan (RTP), adopted, in its final proposal, with DGR n. 503 of 06/12/2016, approved with DCR 157 of 19/12/2016 and positively evaluated by the EU Commission, Directorate General for Regional and Urban Policy as communicated with note n. 1086324 of 01/03/2017 [42].

The RTP outlines the framework to support the choices of Calabria region, in terms of transport and logistics, in the medium and long term.

The RTP is in line with the international and national objectives of sustainability, in fact the general vision envisages the achievement of a Mobility System for Calabria that allows regional economic development, external and internal accessibility, in a general framework of sustainability.

The RTP is divided into four chapters and ten appendices. Chapter 4 defines ten strategic objectives for the pursing of the general vision; each objective corresponds to a strategic action, in turn declined in ten operational measures.

In the Objective 2 “Urban areas”, Action 2 “Measures for infrastructure upgrading and services in urban areas” there is a specific measure related to city logistics (2.5):

Measures for city logistics:
- supply regulation
  - regulation of access times,
  - regulation of accesses in relation to the dimensions of freight vehicles,
  - regulation of preferential lanes use for local public transport,
  - regulation of accesses of the most central areas with the established of an NDA system (nearby delivery area),
  - integration with long-distance intermodal transport for the collection/distribution of urban goods, with the possible preparation of the UDC (Urban Distribution Centre);
• demand management
  − support to urban policies aimed at promoting innovative models based on cooperation among the actors involved, and the development of local public and private partnerships among the various actors,
  − rationalization of distribution, with the maximization of loads per vehicle and the minimization of total vehicles;

• infrastructural interventions
  − strengthening of distribution through the lay-bys use (to be booked),
  − preparation of UDC and NDA,
  − preparation of a Pick-up Point to support the new online purchase models (e-commerce);

• ICT and ITS application
  − support to the best practices for the management of goods traffic in urban areas through ITS use;

• use of eco-friendly and innovative vehicles:
  − upgrading of zero-impact vehicle fleets,
  − regulation of accesses in relation to the environmental performance characteristics of freight vehicles;

• interventions for public–private collaboration;

• analysis and control of all the components of urban logistics with attention to reverse logistics in all segments: from returns to other recovery phases.

The Region is committed to support all the interventions inspired and related to the Action Plan on Urban Mobility (Brussels, COM (2009), 490/5) and in particular to action 19 – Urban Freight Transport, both promoting the dissemination of information both with adequate incentive support for participation in all European tenders, and with specific supplementary contributions for municipalities that win national or supplementary European tenders, considering the priorities obtainable with the interventions envisaged by the POR for efficiency improvement energy.

Note the direct link declared with the EU Action Plan [33] and the SUMP [33] in its objective aims to “reduce air and noise pollution, greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption”.

Programming has started with DGR n. 391 of 10 August 2017; the regional executive council approves the Implementation Program for the City logistics which indicates the programmable measures that can be implemented in line with the Regional Transport Plan. Thanks to the Implementation Program the Calabrian municipalities can receive PAC 2014–2020 funding to carry out City logistics projects in urban areas with a high population density and trade operators.

Execution has been realized with a call proposed by Calabria Region for giving grants for urban logistics addressed to all the municipalities of Calabria with a population exceeding 30,000 inhabitants and to the Calabrian municipalities with a population of less than 30,000 inhabitants, in which a limited traffic zone (ZTL) is operational.

4 CONCLUSION
The urban logistics produced decisive impacts for urban sustainability in environmental, economic and social terms. The freight flows must be re-organized with the objective to reduce negative impacts on the efficiency and effectiveness of supply chains, in this way the goal of sustainability can be pursuit.
The paper has addressed the issue of city logistics to clarify how the rules transmission and transposition from one level to another occurs. Fig. 4 shows a framework that schematizes the rules process at different territorial administrative levels. The absence of a well-defined link between one level and another is evidently and only a strong choice of the Executive of each level gives the possibility to pursue the sustainable goal.

![Figure 4: Rules processes at different level.](image)

Finally, the case of Calabria is reported. To pursue intercontinental goals, through planning tools, such as the RPT and the EFD, has finalized a call becoming an exemplary case of best practices. Can be noted that at higher level, as Italy and EU, the problem can be evaluated and addressed because it is easy to finance by means of EU POR or of National PAC specific strategy for city logistics in the SUMP context.
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